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incident beams must be of the form

P(g) ~1+ o cos',
i
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for any D spin and n must be —1 for spin 0. Fig-
ure 3 shows the angular distribution for the D'
-K p'p' and D -K p+ decays. The values of n
are found to be —1.04 +0.10 and —1.00 +0.09,
respectively, consistent with the assignment of
spin 0 for the D mesons. "
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Estimates are presented for the decay of vector mesons composed of heavy quarks into
states containirg a Higgs boson. If the decays are kinematically allowed, they are prob-
ably experimentally accessible when the quark mass ~ o 4 GeV.

Present-day gauge theories of the weak interac-
tions require the existence of scalar particles
(Higgs mesons) with characteristic properties.
Discovery of such particles would be weighty
evidence in favor of such theories. Because these
mesons are thought to be very weakly coupled,
all processes hitherto considered for production
and detection gave poor prospects for experimen-
tal success. ' In this Letter I would like to point
out that this situation can be much improved if
e+e colliding-beam machines produce particles
analogous to the J/g but with larger mass. 2

Let us briefly recall the relevant properties of
Higgs mesons. For definiteness I shall discuss
the original model of Weinberg and Salam' with
new quarks and leptons added sequentially. In
this model the coupling of the Higgs meson H to

a quark q or lepton l of mass m is given by

2;„,= 2~4GF~' mH(qq or ll ) .
The close connection between the Higgs coupling
strength and the fermion mass is characteristic.
It immediately suggests that the use of particles
containing heavy quarks in the search for Higgs
particles will be profitable, For instance, if the
mass m of the quark is 7.6 GeV, then the Higgs
coupling already has —,', the strength of the elec-
tromagnetic coupling. (Actually, if we remember
that quarks are fractionally charged, the ratio
is even larger, ) The mass of the Higgs particle
itself is unfortunately not predicted in the model.

It is easy to compute the ratio of the processes
V- p, p, , V-Hy (where V is a vector meson
formed from quarks of mass m,), assuming that
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FIG. 2. Loop-annihilation" contribution to Higgs
decay.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of (a) the radiative decay V Hp
and (b) the leptonic decay V-V+p .

V is weakly bound and that nonrelativistic mech-
anics is apprppriate. Calculation of the Feynman
diagrams shown in Fig. 1 yields

r(V-Hy) G, m ' m ' v'
r(v- wp, ) cpu

which for mq 4 5 GeV is 0 007 times the phase-
space factor. Since colliding-beam machines may
produce tens of thousands of V particles and the
branching ratio for V- pp should be a few percent,
it is not inconceivable that the monochromatic
photons from V -II@ could be detected.

If several such events are collected, it would
be interesting to look at the decay modes of H.
We would expect that of known particles, H de-
cays almost exclusively to charmed final states
and 7 7 pairs, ' if 9 GeV~m„~4 GeV. ' The ra-
tio of decays into charm-bearing final states
(which might be DDn~, t/g &&, . . . ) to decays into
r's should be about 3 (for three colors) times the
square of the mass ratio, i.e. , -3X(1.3) /(1. 8)'
=1.6. Since 7' evP a.-nd r- pvv each, about 20%
of the time, we expect H -~'~ -Il'+ v's about 10%
of the time, giving the very distinctive decays
V-@pe,,y pe, yee with a monochromatic photon.
If neutral heavy leptons' exist and have masses
a2 GeV, they might dominate II decays and lead
to spectacular multilepton final states.

Decays of lighter Higgs mesons are discussed
in Ref. 1. There is, however, a potentially im-
portant process which was not considered in that
paper. This is the "loop-annihilation" process
depicted in Fig. 2. (It is formally similar to the
H - yy process which was considered. } In this
process the Higgs boson couples to a virtual heavy
quark which annihilates into two color gluons.
Since through this process light quarks may be
produced in Higgs decay without the appearance
of their small masses, we would expect this to

be the dominant process for light-quark produc-
tion even though it is suppressed by several pow-
ers of the strong-interaction coupling. The effec-
tive vertex for the loop-annihilation process de-
picted in Fig. 2 is HQ„, G&„ i.e., of dimension 5.
Therefore for a heavy quark q of mass m, we
would expect the Feynman integra1 to be well
enough convergent in the ultraviolet so that the
integral is proportional to 1/m, for large m, .
However, the vertex coupling the Higgs to q is
also proportional to m„so that the total ampli-
tude is independent of the m, when m, is large.
So this process in principle would allow the de-
tection of effects of arbitrarily heavy quarks, It
may be calculated with some confidence by use
of renormalization-group methods, and in princi-
ple allows us to measure experimentally the num-
ber of heavy-quark flavors.

The result is'

m„' g' ' 4
Pf 2

4m' 9(1 —4m '/m ')"'

where N is the number of heavy-quark flavors.
The denominator is directly measurable, but the
numerator would have to be determined indirectly
by comparing, say, the total pp branching ratio
to that expected from tree-graph processes, or
making some plausible conjecture as to how the
two-gluon final state is realized physically.

Another, closely related, mechanism for Higgs
production is illustrated by the quark diagram in
Fig. 3. It is difficult to be quantitative here, but
roughly speaking we would expect that the ratio
of inclusive decay into Higgs mesons to inclusive
decay into real photons to be comparable to the
ratio in Eq. (2). If the charge of the quark is -3,
we might even expect the relative rate for inclu-
sive Higgs production to be up a factor 3' = 9
from Eq. (2). On the other hand, notice that the
final hadron state X in V-II+X has charge con-
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c X(C=-i)
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m~ of the Higgs particle, the mass m, of the
quark, and the Yukawa coupling gz between them,
which follows from the requirement that the Higgs
self-coupling not be strong. " It is

ms m, /2rrgv.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of (s) the inclusive decay V —H
+ A' and (b) the inclusive radiative decay V y+X.

jugation C =-, and in some models for "Zweig's
rule'" would be extra suppressed relative to V

-y+X(C =+) (I do not expect this, however). In
any case, the most likely channel for the Higgs
decay mith hadrons would be V-H+a.

I have discussed so far only the original Wein-
berg-Salam model, where all particles acquire
mass from a single Higgs multiplet. The coupling
of Higgs particles in more complicated models
is difficult to survey in a general way. Indeed,
the requirements of gauge invariance and re-
normalizability alone allow any number of scalar
particles with almost arbitrary masses and coup-
lings. I mill mention one possibility. It is possi-
ble that the 8"bosons acquire the bulk of their
mass through Higgs particles which do not couple
to quarks (to lowest order). Then the coupling of
the quarks to the Higgs bosons which do give
them mass would be larger than envisaged in Eq.
(I). (The vacuum expectation values would be
smaller so that the contribution of the "quark-
coupling" Higgs to the 8' mass is smaller, but
the product of Yukawa coupling to quarks times
vacuum expectation value is fixed to be the quark
mass. ) For this reason my estimate, Eq. (2),
has the nature of a lower bound. It might con-
ceivably be possible to identify the X(2800) ' with
such a Higgs particle, although there is at pres-
ent no sufficient reason for such a radical step.

There is one general relation between the mass
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